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JOURNALISTS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY: CHICAGO
JOURNALISTS COMPARED TO THEIR RURAL COUNTERPARTS

Chicago in 1900 was a thriving financial center, providing a

major link between the products of the west and the manufacturing

centers of the east. The city's population was diverse and its

newspaper industry thriving and-competitive. Reminiscences of

reporters and press club histories painted the Chicago journalist

as part bohemian and part businessman, who earned a mere $25 a

week for his labors directed toward understanding the complexity

of urban life. Adding to the diversity of publishing in Chicago

were the immigrant press and the women journalists who developed

their own roes in Chicago journalism.

Newspaper histories and journalists' biographies have

provided the bulk of information used to determine the nature of

journalism at the turn of the century. Much of this i.iforrnation,

while providing captivating stories, has not been validated by

examination of demographic characteristics of reporters. Were

Chicago reporters bohemian in nature? Were they usually single

and male? Or has folklore created a legendary character depicted

by the movie industry's Front Page stereotype? This study

recounts descriptive material available about Cnicago journalists

and then tests that material with census data collected about

journalists in Chicago in 1900. The study also uses earlier data

gathered by two of the authors to compare some characteristics of

Chicago journalists with characteristics of rural editors in

1900.
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Chicago at the Turn of the Century

Chicago provides an interesting case study for urban

journalists. By 1890 it was the second most populous city in the

United States, with 1,099,850 residents. After a fire in 1871

destroyed Chicago's central business district and left an

estimated 100,000 homeless, the city began to rebuild and expand

rapidly with the influx of fresh capital and thousands of U.S.

and foreign-born workers. A "free enterprise economy,

unrestricted immigrant policy, and a series of revolutionary

inventions in building, transportation and communications"

enabled the city to prosper despite adversity.(1) Chicago's

location as a "central nexus linking the manufacturing East with

the agricultural West" was crucial to its survival and

development.(2) Already a major port, with access to the

Atlantic Ocean and the Mississippi River, and a leading grain,

livestock, lumber and financial center, during the last quarter

of the nineteenth century, Chicago was fast becoming an important

printing center.(3)

Newspapers in Chicago

In 1890, Chicago was still reaping the benefits of a

newspaper boom which provided thirteen new or continuing English

language dailies in each of the previous two decades.(4) Since

Chicago's incorporation as a city in 1837 with 4,170 residents

and two weekly newspapers, the Democrat and the American, it had

grown steadily into a major journalism job market for nineteenth

century America.(5) The Chicago press developeu in a state known
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for its proliferating country papers, and although the city was a

mere military outpost when the first Illinois newspaper was

published in 1814, by the time an Association of Publishers and

Editors of the State of Illinois was organized in 1854, Chicago

was able to send representatives from four of its dailies,

including the German-language Illinois Staats-Zeitung.(6) At the

end of the Civil War, Chicago journalism still showed vestiges of

the frontier tradition with "hand-set general-interest dailics

containing a bit of telegraph news, a few local stories,

conventional columns of editorials, a large amount of miscellany

rather difficult to classify as news, and some well-framed

advertisements."(7)

As the Chicago press expanded at the end of the wear, editors

felt the pressure of competition from Northeastern dailies. When

the Illinois Press Association was founded in 1865, few Chicago

editors participated. Instead, they turned their attention to

the urban centers of the East, and worked to establish a Western

Associated press to counter what they claimed was a national news

coverage monopoly exercised by the New York Associated Press.(8)

During the next two decades Chicago newspapers proliferated. In

1881 alone, four new daily nameplates appeared, as well as a city

news bureau (City Press), established to cover local news for

subscriber organizations.(9) In all, the 1880 to 1890 decade

produced nine new dailies. (10)

The activities of City Press in the 1890s indicated that

staff divisions of labor were beginning to emerge. By 1890, City
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Press faced competition from the newly created Chicago City Press

Association, but a year later the two competitors merged to form

City Press Association of Chicago to serve 15 clients, including

three German-language dailies and the Western Associated

Press.(11) By 1891 City Press reporters covered variots beats

within designated territories of Cook County, including society

events, city baseball games, city hall, county and federal

buildings, army headquarters, courts, hotels, police stations,

fires, strikes, suburban news, sports events and election

returns. Technologically advanced, the City Press newsroom

boasted the "best lighteu nesroom in Chicago," after converting

to incandescent lighting from gas, and in the late 1890s it

installed 15 miles of solid brass and copper tubing into an

underground railway system, connecting City Press and Associated

Press to the County Building, Board of Trade and newspaper

offices. Designed to speed direct delivery of .ews bulletins,

avoid street traffic delays and reduce foot messenger service

costs, the "news subway"--a vacuum pumped system of round-the-

clock dispatches--continued to operate until 1961.(12) Between

1890 and 1892, three new dailies appeared and United Press

created competition for Western Associated Press.(13)

In 1893, as Chicago prepared to play host at the World's

Columbian Exposition, a fair designed to commemorate the 400th

anniversary of the discovery of the New World, an economic panic

and subsequent depression shook the country. In Illinois alone,

"more than 16,000 firms went bankrupt including 50 companies each
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with capital of a half-million dollars." (14) Many Chicago

dailies quickly merged or went into receivership as newspapers

scrambled to survive.(15) Some newspapers that had catered to

specialized readers who patronized the most expensive advertisers

changed their strategics to seek mass circulation. One historian

observed, "the city's heyday as a newspaper town was over."(16)

Despite the adverse effects of the 1893 depression, by 1900

Chicago's newspapers had expanded.(17) Chicago's Associated

Press, which had replaced the Western Associated Press, was

challenged in a lawsuit and reorganized in 1900 in New York to

become the basis for today's Associated Press.(18) While City

Press Association became a local training ground for many

journalists, trade journals and magazines also offered many job

opportunities for reporters, editors and enterprising

publishers.(18)

Foreign-Language Press

Another significant: aspect of the Chicago publishing

community was the flourishing foreign- language press. In 1900,

many foreign-language dailies flourished, including four

published in German, two in Bohemian and Yiddish, and one each in

Norwegian and Polish.(20) Also, there were numerous weeklies

published in Bohemian, Czech, Danish, German, Italian, Norweigan,

Polish, Slovenian, Swedish and Yiddish.(21) The importance of

such newspaper diversity in enabling immigrants to survive within

the confines of an alien urban world was reflected in the

University of Chicago professor Robert Park's landmark study of
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the immigrant press, published in 1922.(22) Park said foreign-

language papers gave immigrants the ability to read in their own

language (a privilege not permitted in some homelands),

manifested group solidarity, and allowed immigrants to know what

was going on in order to survive. "News is a kind of urgent

infrmation that men use in making adjustments to a new

environment, in changing old habits, and in forming new

opinions," Pai( wrote.(23)

Chicago Journalists

According to contemporary accounts, the Chicago journalist

was an urban creature. Most of the daily newspapers shared the

same streets and covered similar beats from their offices in the

Loop, the downtown business area ringed by cable car lines (later

elevated train tracks), and located near the Chicago River, Lake

Michigan and major railroad lines.(24) Downtown, or the Loop

area, was the location for successful firms, retail stores and

wholesaling houses. Banks, the Board of Trade, the Stock

Exchange and the Federal Building, as well as elegant hotels and

restaurants, created an urban heartbeat within walking distance

of journalists working for the major Chicago papers.;25)

Family and Social Life

The organization of Chicago journalists into press clubs in

the 1890s reflected a struggle for professional identity and

provided a source of peer pressure. The major social centers for

journalists, the Chicago Press Club, the Whitechapel Club, and a

variety of saloons that served as informal gathering places,

8
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provided meeting places near the Loop where journalists worked.

Local press clubs oriGinated as early as the 1860s.(26) The

Press Club of Chicago, as it is still known today, was

established in 1880 reportedly as a result of journalistic

embarrassment that there %as no decent place to take Samuel

Clemens (Mark Twain) for a drink after his speech at a banquet

for former President Ulysses S. Grant.(27) After an initial

meeting at a hotel with 16 journalists, 24 later joined and

agreed that two rooms would be rented on Clark near Madison in

the Locp.(28) In 1889, a group of newspaper writers formed the

Whitechapel Club which "met informally in the back of Henry

Koster's saloon in an alley near the News and the Herald."(29)

Four years later, a Newspaper Club, headed by a man from the

Tribune, was formed in the Boyce Building on Dearbcrn Street.(30)

Designed exclusively for those engaged in daily newspaper work,

the club foundered and soon merged with the Press Club, which had

taken a 99-year lease on a lot on Michigan Avenue between Madison

and Monroe with plans to build a permanent structure of its

own.(J1) The dreams of building a club headquarters were

abandoned after the 1893 depression.

The two continuing press clubs represented a conflict

between the journalist's self-image as a "bohemian" and his

desire to be recognized as an integral part of mainstream

Chicago. Katherine Lanpher suggested that the Press Club of

Chicago aspired to elevate the profession and integrate

journalists into thc professional and social elite of the

9
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community. The Whitechapel Club, on the other hand, was a

setting for radical political discussions and a theater for

satirical pranks.

Prominent editors and publishers such as Melville Stone,

Vi. )r Lawson, and Samuel and Josept Medill belonged to the Press

Club, but the "bohemian" reporters of the city also belonged.

This rather formal club included a variety of kinds of

individuals in its membership, but tailored its membership and

its activities to be receptive to society as a whole. The

Whitechapel Club, on the other hand, preserved its Bohemian

status, claimed to be "intolerant of pretense," and served as a

radical political forum for ideas that did not appear in Chicago

newspapers. Reporters were the mainstay--publishers and editors

were not allowed.

Lanpher suggested the two Chicago clubs served two

functions. Although the Press Club of Chicago sought to convey

the image of the reporter as a dignified and valued member of

society who could easily assimilate into the complex of men's

clubs, The Whitechapel Club pressed for recognition of the

reporter as social critic. The clubs presented an image of the

reporter that was both tangible to those outside the field and

acceptable to the reporters themselves. Press clubs did not

dissolve the constraints of working on a newspaper turned

commercial institution, but they offered journalists a chance to

bring about a kind of reconciliation between the constraints they

struggled with and the expectations they nurtured.(32)

1.0
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The creation of the press clubs reinforced the notion that

newsmen usually were unmarried and devoted Nimarily to their

jobs:

Chicago newspaper men in the years fr m about 1640 to
1920 had very little social life outside of the
newspaper world. They worked irregular hours, and were
at can when they might be needed to cover a story . .

. . The newspaper was a place to learn a craft, and,
like dedicated masters and apprentices of earlier
times, journalists allowed nothing to interfere with
their work. In the early days of Chicago newspaper
life, marriage if not condemned was certainly
considered as a great burden.(3.5)

The clubs served as a source of peer pressure, as well. "During

the organization's life, many a newspaper story was written with

as much an eye for its reception at the Whitechapel Club as at

the city desk."(34)

Salaries and Wages

Although being an editor or publisher in the latter half of

the nineteenth century signified involvement in a definite

profession, being a reporter was more of "a way station on the

highway to politics, business, literature or editorial work than

a profession itself."(35) Despite the increased amount of news

resulting from reporter-generated stories, reporters received low

wages, often on space rates, were subject to erratic dismissals

and gained little prestige from their work. Correspondents such

as Richard Harding Davis and Jack London, who gained significant

reputations as war correspondents, were exceptions rather than

the rule. Such treatment propelled journalists to move into

editorial capacities or to change professions altogether. In

addition, the increased commercialization of the daily press

11
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presented a conflict for those reporters who considered

themselves to be social critics.

Although some reporters received salaries, more were

confined to the space-rate system, which meant that reporters

were paid only for the number of column inches printed. In 1884

the trade ma(azine The Journalist claimed New York reporters

received from fifteen to twenty dollars per week. Outside New

York, reporters received less. By 1900 experienced New York

reporters received as much as $G0 a week, although hundreds of

writers earned only $20 a week. In smallar cities, $17 to $27

was the norm. Reporters' salaries compared more favorably to

that of craftsmen such as compositors and plumbers than they did

to professionals such as physicians or teachers. Edwin Shuman,

writing in 1903, explained: "Newspaper writing, in the essential

qualifications required, is a learned profession; but in its

exact comparative insecurity it more nearly resembles a

trade." (36)

Reporters engaged in various forms of moonlighting by

writing advertisements, working as court stenographers or

producing news and features for independent Sunday papers. It

also was possible to supplement one's income by dropping names

into stories, including product names in stories and by assisting

politicians. Reporters on space rates also tended to

"overwrite," hoping that by producing more inches they would be

paid more.(37)

Historian Richard Hofstadter wrote that reporters'

I2
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salaries doubled between 1870 and 1890, but a Chicago scholar

found at the turn of the century that "writing was the cheapest

commodity purchased by newspaper publishers" and that $12 a week

was ? typ..--al salary foL. a beginning reporter in the 1890s.(38)

Other sources stated that "Brand Whitlock's $35 a week salary in

1892 on the Herald was 'top salary for reporters,'" although

"nationally known reporters like (George) Ade could be retained

for $65 per week."(39) Although census data did not reflect

Chicago reporters' salaries, the average annual salary for an

Illinois worker in the newspaper business was listed at $495.37,

or about ,;9.50 per week.(40)

The early owners of the City Press bureau had a reputation

for paying higher salaries to their reporters than local

newspapers did. By 1890, the news bureau had a staff of 30,

"which added up to a weekly salary toll of $516, including the

manager's salary of $50 a week. u(41)

Residence

Most city press reporters probably lived in the city. Many,

who may have moved recently to Chicago or were single or without

their families, lived in boardinghouses on the edge of the Loop.

Transients, especially single males who could not
afford the more splendid accommodations, had recourse
to boarding houses in the section of the Loop extending
from Van Buren to 12th Street, especially in the 1880s
and 1890s. Typically, the first floors of such
buildings were occupied by retailers of various kinds,
including cut-rate stores, cheap restaurants, penny
arcades, and later, nickle theatres. A number of these
businesses engaged in some form of illegal activity
and, by 1900, State and Wabash between Adams and 12th
street was considered the heart of the Levee vice
district. (42)

13
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Thus, reporters in Chicago seemed to live a transient life,

rather than being ensconced in middle-class life in urban or

suburban Chicago.

Women

Myra Bradwell, editor of the Chicago Legal News, becam,_ the

first female member of the Illinois Press Association.(43) When

she died the Press Club passed a resolution honoring her as "the

wife of Judge Bradwell, an ex-president of this club, and a

journalist in her own right." (44) But she was more the exception

than the rule. Women invo'ved in Chicago journalism formed their

own organization, the Illinois Women's Press Association, in the

mid-1880s "to provide a means of communication between women

writers and to secure all the benefits resulting from organized

efforts."(45) In 1887, Mary Allen West, the IWPA president and

editor of the Union Signal, announced that the group had "formed

a part of the Chicago Protective Agency . . . through which every

working woman, every unprotected girl in that great wicked city

may feel that she has the sympathy and support of the combined

womanhood of the city. 11(46) In an address before the Illinois

Press Association, West appraised her group's effort to "fit

women for better work in journalism:"(47)

Seeing how much good you gentlemen seem to find in your
Association, we thought we would follow your example,
and see if we could not gain some of your wisdom. We
cannot say we have grown very wise, but we do know more
than we did a year ago. . .and we have learned to love
each other so well tilat I don't believe one of "us
editors" has said a hateful thing about another editor
during the year. What stronger proof of our good
comradeship can you ask?" (48)

14
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Antoinette Wakeman, another 1WPA member, observed that the field

was more accessible to women than other professions, and noted

that the "very fact that she (the woman journalist) has never

been known to strike for higher wages would, when she is capable

of doing the work required, gain for her favorable consideration

with those in authority."(49) She asked rhetorically, "why, of

the thousands who are employed in this kind of work in America,

only two hundred are women?"(50) In the 1880s, many women's

press groups were forming and West alluded to "the organization

of societies kindred to our own in New England, in Washington, in

North Carolina. ."(51) A Women's International Press

Association also was founded in 1885.

City Press Association had hired only two women for its news

bureau before the turn of the century. Marion Heath, described

as "bright, dependable, fairly competent and eminently faithful

and industrious girl," was the first woman hired there.(52) Some

time after 1894, she was joined by Katherine Leckie, a cousin of

one of the owners, Archibald Leckie. He described her as

brilliant, magnetic and a social thoroughbred. I tried
to dissuade her fro7, newspaper work, but as always she
had her way and I sent her to the County building as a
cub. Her success was amazing. She was a bundle of
energy and turned up one story after another. She was
seized by the American, then went to New York and soon
established a 15ITTETty office in which she and a fine
staff handled big stuff, mainly semi-society functions
launched by women. She handled the Ford peace ship
during the pre-war months. . . her only failure. "( 3)

METHOD

To examine quantitative materials that would support or

refute qualitative information, data about the demographic
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characteristics of Chicago journalists was compiled from the 1900

federal census manuscripts. The first effort to identify

journalists who might be in the census manuscripts was by

randomly selecting the names of members of the Chicago Press Club

in 1895.(54) This method of identifying journalists first and

then seeking them in the manuscripts was used in an earlier study

of rural journalists, but it proved unsuccessful with this study.

When the authors were able to find only five out of the first 28

names, this approach became prohibitive in terms of time, money

and validity of the study.(55)

The second method was to order randomly the microfilm rolls

on which the manuscripts are found. Then the rolls were examined

for people who were listed as editors, reporters, journalists,

publishers, newspaper writers, or any similar occupational

description that would indicate individuals were working

journalists. The possibility eAists that the use of some of these

terms as job descriptions may represent workers from a field

other than the newspaper industry, such as book publishers and

editors, or magazine reporters. But there is no reason to

believe this type of bias would be systematic and influence the

results more than any other possible source of sampling

error.(56) Six rolls of microfilm yielded 136 names, which were

combined with the five press club members to give a rnal sample

of 141 Chicago journalists. Summary statistics of these data were

compared with the results of the earlier study of rural editors

and with statistics concerning journalists in the United States,

16
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the general population in the United states and the general

population in Chicago.(57) While census data do not provide all

the information needed to validate reminiscences and press club

histories, they do add some insights.

RESULTS

Of the 141 Chicago journalists found in the census

manuscripts, 64 percent listed themselves as journalists,

reporters, newspaper writers or newspapermen; 18 percent listed

themselves as editors, 6 percent were listed as publishers, 2

percent were listed as newspaper managers, and I were ";sted as

awyers. The remaining 9 percent were classified as other, which

included correspondents, news office clerks, newspaper business,

newspaper work, and two editorial writers.(58) These categorical

listings support the contention that by 1900 staff division of

journalistic labor was beginning to emerge.

Table 1 presents a summary of some of the family

demographics. The average age was 36.8. Only 43.3 percent of

the journalists were married, widowed or divorced. Those who

were married (61), had spouses with an average age of 36.5. The

average number of living children for all journalists in the

sample was .51, and the average number of dead children for all

journalists was .09. The large standard deviations reported in

Table 1 reflect the great amount of variance among journalists in

this sample. While most of them tended to be relatively young,

there were enough older journalists (the oldest was 66) to result

in a large range cf ages. The same can be said of most of the

17
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demographics in Table l.(59)

Table 1 also provides comparisons of Chicago journalists

other individuals. The results in Table 1 indicate Chicago

journalists, compared to a corresponding sample of rural

journalists from 21 states, generally were younger and more often

single than rural journalists. Married Chicago journalists had

been married fewer years, had fewer children (living and dead),

and had fewer family members in the newspaper business than did

rural journalists.(6°) In some cases it is impossible to draw

solid comparative conclusions about the populations of Chicago

and rural journalists because of the large standard deviations

both have. We can say there is a 99 percent chance that the

difference in ages of the samples of Chicago and rural

journalists exists in the populations from which these samples

were taken. The same probability exists that the difference in

the number of family members found in the samples exist in the

two larger groups. (61)

Table 2 presents additional information about the sample of

Chicago journalists. Of the 141 journalists, 93.6 percent were

male, .7 percent (one journalist) were black, and 21.3 percent

were born in a country other than the United States. Of those

born in another country, more than half had become naturalized

citizens, which was 12.1 percent of the sample. The apparent low

salaries of Chicago journalists is reinforced by statistics on

home ownership. Only 7.8 owned the house they lived in, and most

of these had a mortgage. However, 9.2 percent did employee

18
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servants in their homes. The journalists did appear to be

somewhat mobile with only 15.6 percent born in Illinois. Most

had moved at least once to get to Chicago.

Table 2 compares Chicago journalists not only with rural

journalists of 1900, but also with the population of the United

States, Chicago and United States journalists. Based on the

sampling errors for the Chicago and rural journalists, we can say

the Chicago journalists were less likely to own homes than the

rural journalists, the U.S. population in general, and the

general population of Chicago. Chicago journalists were more

likely to be male than was a member of the U.S. and Chicago

populations. While the sample of Chicago journalists had more

females than the sample of rural journalists, it had a smaller

percentage than did the total of U.S. journalists and the U.S.

population. The sample of Chicago journalists had a percentage

of black journalists equal to that of all U.S. journalists.

The sample of Chicago journalists had more foreign born

members than did the sample of rural journalists, the population

of U.S. journalists and the U.S. population, but fewer than did

the population of Chicago. We are 95 percent certain that the

difference between the Chicago and rural editors existed in the

populations, but the other differences could be due to sampling

error. The percentages of Chicago and rural journalists indicate

that we can be 95 percent certain that the Chicago journalists

were more likely to come from outside the state in which the

newspapers they worked for were located than were rural editors.
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This statistic probably is related to the preponderance of

foreign-language journalism in Chicago, which served a large,

ethnically diverse population.

In order to determine the nature of the neighborhoods

journalists lived in, occupations for their neighbors were coded

into several categories. Of the 236 neighbors who had

occupations listed, 16.1 percent were craftsmen, 13.1 percent

were professionals, 7.2 percent were laborers, 3.8 percent were

in journalism, and 3.0 percent were government workers.(62) The

remaining 56.8 percent worked in service-oriented occupations,

such as retail, clerking, boarding house management, sales, and

real estate. The implication is that journalists tended not to

live among industrial workers. Most of the neighbors were not

involved in industry, unless it was as managers, but were more

likely to have skills, work in the service sector, or be

professional. This is consistent with the census listing of

journalists as professi-mals, but calls into question some

assumptions about whether journalists lived in middle-class

neighborhoods.(63)

CONCLUSION

Overall, the analysis of census manuscripts for urban

journalists in Chicago indicate they were relatively young and

less established in terms of family, children and property when

compared to their rural counterparts. They were more likely to

be women and black than the rural journalists, but it was still

an industry dominated by white males. There was enough variation

20
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within the journalist population to support the varied goals of

both the Press Club of Chicago and the Whitechapel Club, as well

as the emergence of professional womens' groups. Certainly black

or women journalists seemed to be more apparent within the urban

environment. Census data also supports the claim that salaries

and wages were low.

Chicago journalists in 1900 were more likely to be foreig,1

born than rural journalists and the U.S. population, but this

tendency probably reflected a greater likelihood for people in

Chicago to be foreign than for members of the U.S. population, as

well as the large ethnic newspaper industry there.

The increased mobility of this sample of Chicago journalists

when compared to the sample of rural journalists may well reflect

the rapidly growing opportunity for journalists in Chicago.

Census data indicate that the number of daily newspapers in

Chicago increased from 27 in 1890 to 37 in 1900, with a

corresponding increase in circulation from 644,000 to

1,099,555. (64)

Although comparisons can be made between samples of urban

and rural journalists, the great amount of variance among people

in this field will require much larger samples to allow accurate

comparisons of populations in some of these demographic areas.

Of course, the evidence of such variance suggests that journalism

at the end of the nineteenth century was a field that attracted

people with a variety of demographic characteristics, although

the predominant characteristics still remained. Journalists were

21



Predominantly white and male.

TABLE 1

20

Comparison of 1900 Chicago Journalists' Fam'ly
Characteristics with 1900 Rural Journalists' Family Characteristics

Characteristics
Chicago Rural

Journalists Journalists

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Age 140 36.80 11.5 188 42.3 11.8

Spouse's Age 53 36.45 11.9 155 37.9 11.2

Years Married 61 13.01 11.2 159 15.9 10.5

Number of Children 138 .51 1.0 177 2.6 2.5
Living

Number of Children 133 .18 .6 176 .4 .8
Dead

Number of Family 141 .09 .3 188 .3 .6in Newspaper
Business

source: The data came from 1900 census tract manuscripts.
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Chicago Journalists with Rural Journalist

and with General Population, in Percentages

Characteristic Chicago

Journalists

Rural

Journalists

U. S.

Journalists

U. S.
Population

Chicago
Population

Occupied homes
owned by occupants

7.8 61.9 64.4 25.1

Owned hares
mortgaged

5.7 37.4 32.0 13.2

Male 93.6 97.9 92.7 51.1 50.8

Born in foreign
country

21.3 4.8 14.9 13.6 34.6

Naturalized
citizens

12.1 3.7 13.5a

Married or had
been married at
one time

43.3 90.9 66.1 85.8b 39.7c

Homes with servants 9.2 10.1

Black journalists .7 .0 .7 11.60 1.8

Born in same :.-,cate 15.6 39.9

as currently working

Note: The sample of Chicago journalist was 94. The sample of rural editors and

journalists was 188.
The percentages represent the populations within plus or minus 10.4 percent

for Chicago journalists anu plus or minus 7.4 percent for the rural editors
with 95 percent confidence.

aThis refers to the population 21 years or older.
bThis percentage is for age group 35 to 44.
cThis represents the percentage of the 863,408 men in

Chicago who were married, divorced or widowed in 1900.

Sources: Figures for the Chicago and rural editors came from census tract

manuscripts. Figures for the U.S. and Chicago populations came from
Abstract of the 12th Census of the United States 1900 (Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Census Office, 1902). Figures for U.S. journalists came from
Manufactures: Special Report on Selected Industries, Part III, Census

Reports, Vol. IX (Washington, D.C.:U. S. Census Office, 1902).
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